Taiwan 6 Days Tour Features
Tour Features

West of Taiwan Taipei-Nantou-Chiayi- Kaohsiung-Taichung

Day 1 Taoyuan International Airport – Taipei night market
【Night Market】
During every weekend and holiday, Night Market is often
filled with crowds of tourists and local Taipei citizens. In
Taiwan, night markets are well embedded in the lives of
Taiwanese people. During their leisure time, Taiwanese
people enjoy spending their time at night markets, where
there is a variety of local food available as well as a wide
array of fashionable stores to shop from. Bargaining for
something you like made an exciting shopping experience
at Night Market. The most special feature here is the
【Raohe Street Night Market】
This is the first tourist night market in Taiwan, and the variety of local snacks, including pork feet noodle string,
beef noodle soup, herbal stew of ribs, bubble tea, etc.
total length is about 600 meters. There are many
herb-steamed sparerib restaurants here, which
provide good opportunities for nourishment in winter.
【Ningxia Night Market】
Located by the Datong District roundabout, this traditional-style night market specializes in
mouthwatering Taiwan snack foods. This is the first night market in Taipei to separate pedestrian and car
traffic, making it easier for visitors to enjoy the food and shopping attractions here.

Day 2 Longshan Temple – Taipei 101 – The Grand Hotel – Chiang KaiShek Memorial Hall –
Presidential Office Building(No Entry) – Puli
【Longshan Temple】
located at the longshank MRT station, was originally built in 1738 and is now Taipei’s best-known temple. Its host
deity is Guanyin ,the Bundhist Goddess of Mercy and presiding in its rear court is Mazu, the Taoist Goddess of the
sea. They are accompanied by a host of other divine personages. The structure includes unique dragon columns
cast from bronze.Ddspite World War II bombing and several reconstructions, the temple remains one of the city’s
best examples of traditional temple architecture.
【Taipei 101】
Taipei 101 and the Xinyi Distric is a tower includes finance;
shopping mall and all kinds of entertainments. It already
become a landmark in Taipei. 508 meters high, surmount
Sears Tower, Chicago U.S.A (462meters) and Twin Tower,
Malaysia (451meters) and won the prize of “The tallest tower
in Taiwan” for our country.

【The Grand Hotel 】

The Grand Hotel retains the elements of classic Chinese
architecture in its building. It is not only the most splendid
landmark of Taipei, but representative of contemporary palatial
architecture.
【Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall 】
The National Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall is a Taiwanese national monument, landmark and tourist
attraction erected in memory of Chiang Kai-shek, former President of the Republic of China. It is located in
Zhongzheng District, Taipei, Taiwan.
The monument, surrounded by a park, stands at the east end of Memorial Hall Square. The structure is
framed on the north and south by the National Theater and National Concert Hall.The Chinese inscription
now over the main gate that declares the plaza as "Liberty Square" recalls the calligraphic style of Wang
Xizhi in the East Jin Dynasty (see Chinese calligraphy). The style is noted for its sense of vitality, movement
and freedom.
【Presidential Office Building】
The impressive Renaissance-style Presidential Office
Building was built during the period of Japanese colonial
rule (1895—1945) as the governor-general’s office.
Since its completion in 1919, it has been Taiwan’s
highest seat of power.
Courage magnificent, towering majestic presidential
palace, in the spacious square background, is
particularly distinguished style, the buildings
department during the Japanese occupation of the
"Governor's House" where, since 1919 completed.
It has been the core of the highest power in Taiwan, this late Renaissance style five-story building, the
central projection 12 floors, the tower height of 60 meters, a towering peak, as was Taiwan's largest
construction project, if year marks the celebration of major national holidays such as New Year, October
10 national Day and Japan, the Office of the President is four weeks festoons Lantern, Fai Chan extreme.

Day 3 Sun Moon Lake –Finger Tea Story House – Danna-yi Valley –Fumei Suspension Bridge
【Sun Moon Lake】
Divided by Lalu Island, the Sun Moon Lake scenic area got its
name from the unique terrains that look like sun on one side and
crescent moon on the other. Crowned as one of the Eight
Wonders of Taiwan, Sun Moon Lake is also the most famous
source of hydroelectric power; offering key tourist themes - “high
mountain and lake”, “indigenous culture”, and ”nature ecology,”
the Sun Moon Lake Scenic Area attracts more than six million
visits each year.

【Finger Tea Story House 】

"Taiwan tea with the world", is Changshun century philosophy, through the establishment of "finger Tea Story
House" in the hope that Taiwan reflect the unique good-natured human, to show affection fatherhood contains
rich heritage, as well as traditional Taiwan tea culture and pioneering spirit.
【Danna-yi Valley 】
If you decide to see more of mountains and want to continue hiking, Danayiku will not
disappoint. Macaques, wild pigs, snakes, and rare birds reside in the jungle along the trail, and
perhaps even a few leopard cats. If you hear something growling in the bushes, notify your
Taiwan Tour Bus guide!
【Fumei Suspension Bridge】
Praised as “the most elegant arc in Alishan,” the
Fumei Suspension Bridge donated by the Fujian
chapter of the Red Cross Society of China is
Taiwan’s longest hammock-style suspension bridge
(aka “ladder to heaven”) measuring over
175-meters long. Local students who used the
signature colors: red, blue and black of the Tsou
Tribe colorfully adorned it with indigenous-styled
paintings. The pavilion, at one end of the bridge,
features myth-inspired mosaic decorations and
offers commanding views of the newly built

Day 4 Fo Guang Shan Mountain –Lotus Lake– Rainbow Village –Fengjia Night Market
【Fo Guang Shan Mountain】
Fo Guan Mountain, situated in the Dashu District of
Kaohsiung, is the biggest Buddhist Monastery in
Taiwan.It has more followers in Taiwan than any other
monastery and is considered to be one of the most
reputable and sacred places on the island. Dafocheng is
the landmark of Fo Guan Mountain.

【Lotus Lake】
This famous scenic area on the northern outskirts of Kaohsiung
City is noted for its profusion of temples, with the Confucius
Temple at its northern edge and, in the south, the Dragon and
Tiger Pagodas and the Spring and Autumn Pavilions. The lake is
most beautiful in the late afternoon, when the setting sun is
reflected in the water. Nearby are the ruins of the Fengshan
County walls and gates, which have been designated a first-grade
historic.

【Rainbow Village】

The height of about ten storeys high , top-down
perspective and fifty meters feet below the riverbed ,
to overcome the psychological fear of heights , took
the glass bridge overlooking Light Lutheran Valley
views it.

【Fengjia Night Market】
The area provides an assortment of shops to browse through which have Food/drink stands, clothing
stores, restaurants, games to play and most notably, lots of snacks to please any palate. Described as a
"sensory feast for both eyes and palate", Feng Chia Night Market is not to be missed!

Day 5 Taichung –Jiufen–Ever Rich Duty Free Shop – Shifen-Taipei Night Market
【Jiufen 】
Founded during the Qing Dynasty, this small town was a
relatively isolated village until the discovery of gold during
the Japanese occupation in 1893, quickly developing the
town due to a gold rush. Many buildings in the town remain
unchanged to this day, reflecting the Japanese influence on
both architecture and culture on the island.
During World War II, the town housed a Japanese
prisoner of war camp where captured Allied Force
soldiers (mainly British) were forced to work in the
gold mines.
After the war, gold mining activities
declined, and the town today exists
mainly as a tourist destination
remembering and celebrating
Taiwanese history and culture.
【Shifen】
Shifen Railway Station, Shifen Old Street is filled
mainly by sky lantern and souvenir shops, grocery stores
and restaurants on both sides of the railway. One may
notice that Shifen Railway Station is larger than other
stations along Pingxi Line as it has dual tracks that allow
trains to intersect here.
Shifen Old Street is not only a great place for
photographs,
sky lanterns and to see the unique scene of trains
running

【Taipei Night Market】

【The Ximending 】
a neighborhood and shopping district in the Wanhua District of Taipei, Taiwan. It was the first pedestrian
zone in Taiwan. The Ximending has been called the "Harajuku of Taipei" and the "Shibuya of Taipei".The
Ximending is the source of Taiwan's fashion, subculture, and Japanese culture. The Ximending has a host
of clubs and pubs in the surrounding area. This area is in the northeastern part of Wanhua District in
Taipei and it is also the most important consumer district in the Western District of Taipei. The well-known
The Ximending Pedestrian Area was the first pedestrian area built in Taipei and is the largest in Taiwan.
【Wufenpu Commercial District 】
Wufenpu is Taipei's largest wholesale market for clothes. This is the place where street vendors
come to purchase goods for reselling. Low prices also attract many young customers. If you're
ready for a change from the malls, Wufenpu is a great place to hunt for that perfect addition to
your wardrobe.
【The Shilin Night Market】
One of the largest, most popular night markets in Taiwan with regard to food, and also one of the most
popular points of Taipei's night life among visitors. The maze of alleyways is filled with a variety of local,
traditional, and international merchandise that attract locals and foreigners alike

Day 6 Taoyuan International Airport – Sweet Home
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